Guardian cryptic crossword No 27,764 set by Paul

Across
1 He probably knows a South American footballer, missing centre-back, white clothes (4,3)
5,9 British fighter once offered inducement using Arab carrier (7,5)
10 What might explain use of air rifle on leader in conflict (9)
11 Position where very old revolutionary caught by old bullet (5,5)
12,14 Thus detailed humorous way to (refreshingly) stop swearing! (4,4,5,3)
18 Heads rolling, I check copy in binder (8,4)
21 Red choice (4)
22 Boot finding flea, say, on some ground (10)
25 Support pronunciation of Scilly Isles a bit? (9)
26 Picked up, like a Tiller girl who's attractive? (5)
27 Party sealing lips, minding language (7)
28 Stick olive finally in drink, don't wait! (5,2)

1,13 Musical put on stage to nurture traditional character (6,10)
2 It lines identical old fabric (6)
3 Pole has introduced island to Aussie's food (5,5)
4 Chip in minimum of oil, hot vessel lifted (5)
5 Disoriented one day in jet (6,3)
6 Immediate sensation of a breaking leg? (4)
7 One taking someone off duty list tiny boy and I set up (8)
8 Castle contracted to host bash after good day for old emperor (8)
13 See 1
15 Offensive uprising (9)
16 Shortage of baby food in part of the UK, those beastly things blubbed? (8)
17 Collected by wife half cut, hear me performing Show Me The Way To Go Home? (5,2,1)
19 Wipe bum (6)
20 Line up that there drawer (6)
23 Jerk knocking insect on hollow wood over (5)
24 Female animal, the Queen's dog? (4)
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